
 

THE HORROR OF INDIAN CALL CENTER RECRUITERS WHO
LIE AND ABUSE U.S. CANDIDATES WITH
INCOMPREHENSIBLE PITCHES AND GAMES

- NEVER RESPOND TO A "RECRUITER" WITH AN EXTREME
INDIAN ACCENT, IT IS USUALLY A PHISHING SCAM.

I don't know what the fuck happened, but there is literally a shit
ton of pajeets acting as recruiters. Now this is increasingly
becoming annoying, because they are fucking drowning the entire
tech scene with shitty candidates, and stealing client info. They
literally pas you into interviews, and can NOT fucking tell you
what the rate is, who the company is, what the job entails, or
where it's located. They also rotate emails and numbers, so it
becomes close to fucking impossible to block them from your
email listings. Fucking A, these people have to go, they are a
fucking drain on the tech scene. It's also not unheard of for your
own fucking resume to make its way to a ban list, because two
shitskins decided to double tap to the same client. Or use your
online profile to send your job application, without your consent,
so they could be "first to post". these people are fucking cancer,
and horrendously aggressive when it comes to making quota. But
not in a good way, more in a fraudulent "fuck the customer" type
of way, who goes on to ignore this listing anyways.
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Sort: Top

[–]  Vic_V  7 points (+7|-0 ) 7.6 hours ago 

The entire concept of recruiters is just shit to begin with. Hey do
you want your new workers underpaid while you give half their
salary to some retard pajeet who is just a parasitic drain on all
the people she finds? Great plan
permalink

[–]  freedumbz  6 points (+6|-0 ) 7.8 hours ago  (edited 7.8 hours ago)

Tech worker here. My company likes to outsource development
and top level engineers to curb costs but that's about the only
pieces they outsource or H1B for. They tried to do it to the tech
support floor where I'm at, and got to personally blow them the
fuck out.
>Be me
>Working onnafloor one day
>Calls everywhere, no time for air
>Such is life
>Time to bring in some fresh meat to tackle call volume
>In walks a few guys and a pajeetess
>I can smell it already and it's not even to my spot yet
>Oh_shit.jpg
>It's being told to sit and shadow me
>Whatever
>I introduce myself
>then almost die from curry smell
>What I assume are words exit its mouth but its some language I
don't understand
>All I get is she's from India and has a Masters in Computer
Science
>oh_boy_here_we_go.gif
>start working and take a few calls
>show it the tools we use
>including a command prompt
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>glance over every now and again to see a bewildered look on
her face
>this bitch has no fucking clue what she's looking at
>she doesn't know what a fucking COMMAND PROMPT is!!!!!
>also, masters degree in a low level tech support floor, wtf?
>she didn't show up the next day
Everything bad you hear about India is true. I got plenty more
stories dealing with these assholes. Fuck them all.
permalink

[–]  Computergeek01  6 points (+6|-0 ) 7.2 hours ago 

masters degree in a low level tech support floor, wtf?

The degree mills in India are the largest problem with these
people. You'll find competent Indians in your life time, as soon
as you do ask them where they graduated and they'll tell you
University at Buffalo, MIT, RIT; not some po-dunk shit hole
back in India that nobody living outside of their immediate
providence has ever heard of. Those are the assholes who
brag on and on about their masters degrees then turn around
and try to force a PCI card into a memory slot.
permalink    parent

[–]  freedumbz  2 points (+2|-0 ) 6.7 hours ago 

Even them MIT ones can be as big a problem as their mill
run brethren.
permalink    parent

[–]  InflationSlave  1 points (+1|-0 ) 5.5 hours ago 

Cheating is a way of life for them. Even if you don't
consider things like "study groups" cheating, they have
already infiltrated many western universities. Don't trust any
paper achievement from anyone. If they can't prove their
skill don't use them, and if you don't know enough to judge
what they know, find someone who does or you'll get
fucked.
permalink    parent

[–]  culofiesta  5 points (+5|-0 ) 7.3 hours ago 
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years ago I got a job designing ID cards. I didn't have design
experience then but a background in web development. I got
paired with a fat.
Job expected to take two weeks. Nearing the end of the first
day I see her looking at me nervously. I notice her computer is
turned off and I expect she's leaving early for some day. I ask
her what's up and she seems desperate for help but makes
small talk for a couple minutes.
Finally asks me HOW TO TURN ON THE COMPUTER. Bitch
had been sitting there for hours, getting paid for doing nothing.
The job was easy too. Bitch wasn't asked back and the work
could be finished in a few days instead of two weeks so they
moved me to web design.
Once more- THE BITCH THAT SAID SHE KNEW DESIGN
COULDN'T EVEN TURN ON A COMPUTER
permalink    parent

[–]  CromLaughsAtTheWeak  1 points (+1|-0 ) 7 hours ago  (edited 6.9 hours ago)

Maybe the caste system was invented in the first place because
this is the only way anyone can deal. It's not their fault white
people introduced democracy and neo-liberal globalization. This
is what our State Dept. constantly pushes as the shared values
that are supposed to unite the whole world. Enlightenment ideals
are the foundation of the Frankfurt School. What really happened
is that industrialization created a bourgeois class that
undermined the power of the nobility. The end result is
exponentially increasing material capabilities combined with
exponentially increasing materialism. And I don't think anyone
likes this but it's become a categorical imperative for survival
within the techno-industrial system. Without a strong monarchy
there's no way of reining in the excesses of the system.
permalink

[–]  Pawn  2 points (+2|-0 ) 5.1 hours ago 

Fuck monarchy. Some rich faggot telling me what to do? NOT
IN MY AMRERICA!
permalink    parent

[–]  CromLaughsAtTheWeak  0 points (+0|-0 ) 36 minutes ago  (edited 36
minutes ago)
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Because bitches in the DMV telling you what to do is so
much more dignifying.
permalink    parent

[–]  Lord_Mari  1 points (+1|-0 ) 7.4 hours ago 

I don't like them either. I hate it even more that I have to be
pushed in with them despite not being one.
permalink

[–]  sguevar  1 points (+1|-0 ) 8.3 hours ago 

I feel you man. Sorry to see you are having so many issues with
them.
permalink

[–]  00001000001100110101  [S] 0 points (+0|-0 ) 8.3 hours ago 

Worst ones are the ones who call to setup an interview, but
dont bother to tell you for what. Is this a pajeet thing, or are
they just that fucking clueless?
permalink    parent

[–]  sguevar  0 points (+0|-0 ) 7.9 hours ago 

I know what you mean. I simply hate having to deal with
them, in a whole. Demanding people and very lazy. I deal
with them providing tech support. Remoting to their
computers that most have really lame connections really
laggy and call for support on very old equipment and
softwares. They always demand remote session and
having them on the phone is really stressful.
permalink    parent

[–]  RaptorJesus  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3.9 hours ago 

How exactly do Pajeets make money doing this?
Who pays them?
permalink

[–]  totes_magotes  0 points (+0|-0 ) 6.9 hours ago 

1. Get a google voice number (or another company, who
cares as long as you can burn it).
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2. Get a disposable email address that you're going to
burn in 3 weeks.

3. NEVER use your real contact info.
4. Every 3 weeks, post your resume online again and

burn the previous contact info. Delete the email
account, disconnect the voice number.

After 3 weeks of being on the market, that's when these shit
recruiters get their hands on your info. You want to keep your
resume top-grade fresh and at the top of the stack. Plus these
retards never stop calling you. Never stop emailing you. Poison
their data systems with old contact info that doesn't work. If they
speak with an Indian accent, just hang up. Don't insult them,
don't tell them not to call you. Just hang up. They ARE recruiters
(albeit bad ones) and will get rumors in the tech recruiter circles
about you so don't do anything that would cause recruiters to
drop you.


